Michael Shermer’s book Why Darwin Matters is his attempt to definitively prove that the
theory of evolution is the final arbiter of what is actual truth. Shermer makes several what I
would consider to be ad hominem attacks on intelligent design and seeks to link it with the
notion of Biblical Creationism as well as far right Christianity, thereby playing off the
stereotypes of these groups. Shermer appears to be advocating that if one really looks at the
theory of evolution in a rational and logical manner, he will have no choice but to adopt its truth.
However, as one will soon realize, Shermer’s work is full of many of the same problematic
positions, which critics have previously pointed out, including naturalism and many assumptions
concerning evolution’s ability to explain the origin of our world, universe, man, and the
metaphysical reason for our existence. The following is a critique of Shermer’s positions taken in
this work.
The last sentence of Why Darwin Matters states, “Science matters because it is the
preeminent story of our age, an epic saga about who we are, where we came from, and where we
are going.”1 Shermer’s position here says a great deal about his view of science as well as what
he believes about questions of faith and the nature of God. Shermer believes that science via
evolution is the great creator and arbiter of actual truth. Naturalism is defined as follows:
Nature is all there is-is the virtually unquestioned assumption that underlies not only
natural science but intellectual work of all kinds. If naturalism is true, then humankind
created God-not the other way around. In that case, rationality requires that we recognize
the creator as the imaginary being he always has been, and that we rely on things that are
real such as ourselves and the material world of nature. Reliance on the guidance of an
imaginary supernatural being is called superstition.2
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Gary Habermas defines naturalism in the following manner,

The naturalistic paradigm often assumes that God does not exist, that the universe and
life within it are ultimately due to chance, and that miracles cannot occur.3

Habermas goes on to point out that those who believe in naturalism rule supernaturalism out
prior to completing any investigation.4 The positions taken by Shermer throughout this book
indicate that he subscribes to the theory of naturalism. Although Shermer’s belief in naturalism is
obvious throughout the book, a review of a couple of his positions and various quotations are
sufficient to conclusively prove this point. Shermer advocates what he calls the Separate-World
Model between science and religion. The model advocates that,
Since the scientific revolution, however, science has taken over the job of explaining the
natural world, making obsolete ancient religious sagas of origins and creation. Yet
religion thrives in the modern age because it still serves a useful purpose as an institution
for social cohesiveness and as a guide to finding personal meaning and spirituality…5

Shermer also advocates that belief in God is an issue of faith, but science deals with factual,
provable evidence.6 On page 124 of his book, Shermer even uses the term naturalism to draw a
distinction between science and religion. Clearly, Shermer is a committed naturalist who sees
God as nothing more than an imaginary entity. The problem with his commitment to this
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philosophy is that the philosophy has totally invaded the sciences and greatly affects scientific
findings7.
The inherent naturalism in evolutionary theory goes all the way back to Darwin himself.
On page 117 of his book Shermer actually details Darwin’s loss of faith due to what he saw as
evil in nature. Because Darwin saw in nature what he believed was evil, he lost his belief in
God.8 Darwin’s loss of faith continued as he observed the suffering of his fellow man and
eventually experienced the death of his daughter.9 At that point, Darwin lost all belief in the
existence of the God.10 Darwin’s struggle was not unlike the struggle of many Christians today
who grapple with the notion of why God allows evil, pain, and suffering in this world. The
notion of theodicy is still a big theological issue today. Darwin’s issues with evil and suffering
were theological issues. Theological issues and questions require theological answers. Darwin’s
theological answer was framed in the following manner,
It appears to me (whether rightly or wrongly) that direct arguments against Christianity
and theism produce hardly any effect on the public; and freedom of thought is best
promoted by the gradual illumination of men’s minds which follow(s) from the advance
of science. It has, therefore, been always my object to avoid writing on religion, and I
have confined myself to science…I may, however, have been unduly biased by the pain
which it would give some members of my family if I aided in any way direct attacks on
religion.11

From this quotation, it appears to me that Darwin gave up his belief in a traditional God and for
him, science, in the form of evolution, took the place of God. Evolutionist Michael Ruse points
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out that modern evolution followed in the footsteps of Darwin and is a modern day religion. 12
Ruse stresses the following,
Evolution is promoted by its practitioners as more than science. Evolution is promulgated
as an ideology, a secular religion-a full-fledged alternative to Christianity, with meaning
and morality…the literalists are absolutely right. Evolution is a religion. This was true of
evolution in the beginning, and it is true of evolution still today…Evolution therefore
came into being as a kind of secular ideology, an explicit substitute for Christianity. It
stressed laws against miracles and, by analogy, it promoted progress against
providence.13

Shermer’s position, in my view, confirms Ruse’s point. One portion of Shermer’s book
beginning on page 129 is called, “Evolution Makes for Good Theology.” Shermer advocates that
“evolution explains family values and social harmony.”14 He continues that these values evolved
in us to promote our survival, and religion simply placed an emphasis on these types of values.15
Shermer also states that “evolution also explains evil, original sin, and the Christian model of
human nature.”16 He claims that our evolution gave us our good and evil sides depending on
what was needed at a particular time and/or place, thus we need laws to deal with this part of our
“evolved nature.”17 Shermer advocates that evolution is the sole cause for morality and that
religious moral codes came about as a result of such evolution.18 Shermer continues that all
“moral emotions such as guilt and shame, pride and altruism” also resulted from evolution for
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the purposes of “social control and group cohesion”.19 He also maintains that all other forms of
morality, such as loving your neighbor and not committing adultery, are also the result of
evolution, simply promoting group harmony and providing a way for males to ensure their genes
are passed on.20 Clearly, Shermer sees all morality as nothing more than a result of evolution. In
essence, evolution has become Shermer’s creator and guide to all morality. He advocates that
religion simply picked up on these useful evolutionary based codes of behavior, deemed them to
be useful, and thus made them into religious moral codes.21 Like Darwin before him, Shermer’s
religion is naturalism. This is especially rich when one considers that Shermer subscribes to what
is known as the Separate World Model between religion and science, which seeks to keep
religion and science in totally separate spheres.22 However, he has allowed naturalism to become
his God and as mentioned in footnote 7 above, such religious philosophy is noticeably present
throughout the sciences. So he has violated his own Separate World Model.
Shermer presents what he deems to be the facts of evolution in chapter 1 of his book. It is
here that Shermer demonstrates rather gaping inconsistencies in his logic and positions. Shermer
contends that “evolution is a historical science.”23 Throughout the chapter he then lays out the
basic beliefs of evolution, such as natural selection and common descent with small changes over
time. He then argues that one can prove evolutionary theory by what he terms a “convergence of
evidence.”24 He explains that evolution is not just based on one field of science, but is confirmed
by many findings across all the scientific fields.25 He then attempts to take this position and use it
to challenge creationists who challenge the fossil record for its lack of fossilized transitional
19
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species.26 Rather than deal with the objections of those who raise them, he simply creates a new
way to deflect the objections. His position seems to advocate that raising objections in only one
area that supports the theory is not enough. He is not willing to consider that there might be a
problem with the theory unless the objector knocks down all evidence across all fields of science.
In my mind this certainly suggests that Shermer is more interested in protecting the theory at all
costs. Shermer continues in this vein by complaining that creationists have jumped on evolution
because supporters have not been able to replicate the tenets of evolutionary theory in the lab.27
Shermer then admits that evolution cannot be replicated in the lab.28 However, he argue that the
theory is still viable and true because science uses the
hypothetico-deductive method, in which one forms a hypothesis based on existing data,
deduces a prediction from the hypothesis, then tests the prediction against further data.29

This argument is very similar to the convergence theory he advocated earlier in the chapter. He
essentially argues that even though evolution cannot be replicated in the laboratory, one can take
data, make a prediction based upon that data, and then test that against additional data. He
asserts that this method is perfectly acceptable for supporting the theory of evolution.30 The
problem with this position is that Shermer is guilty of applying a double standard. One of his
major objections against the existence of God is that there is no way to “test the claim and show
that it is false.”31 Yet when creationists require the standard be applied to evolution, Shermer
changes the standard. Duane Gish advocates that there are certain standards that must be upheld
for a theory to be considered science. He states,
26
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What criteria must be met for a theory to be considered as scientific in the usually
accepted sense? George Gaylord Simpson has stated that, It is inherent in any definition
of science that statements that cannot be checked by observation are not really about
anything…or at the very least, they are not science. A definition of science given by the
Oxford Dictionary is a branch of study which is concerned either with a connected body
of demonstrated truths or with observed facts systematically classified and more or less
colligated by being brought under general laws, and which includes trustworthy methods
for the discovery of new truth within its own domain. Thus for a theory to quality as a
scientific theory, it must be supported by events, processes, or properties which can be
observed, and the theory must be useful in predicting the outcome of future natural
phenomena or laboratory experiments. An additional limitation usually imposed is that
the theory must be capable of falsification. That is, it must be possible to conceive some
experiment the failure of which would disprove the theory. It is on the basis of such
criteria that most evolutionists insist that creation be refused consideration as a possible
explanation for origins. Creation has not been witnessed by human observers, it cannot be
test experimentally, and as a theory it is nonfalsifiable. The general theory also fails to
meet these criteria…No one, as a matter of fact, has even observed the origin of a species
by naturally occurring processes. Evolution has been postulated, but it has never been
observed.32

Shermer is clearly trying to argue both sides of the issue when it suits his purpose. When it
comes to evolution, deductive extrapolations are fine even though they do not comply with
Gish’s position, but when it comes to creationism the same deductive extrapolations are not
allowed, and a higher burden of proof is placed on any non-naturalistic explanations.
In his chapter on evolutionary facts, Shermer attempts to explain the gaps in the fossil
record, which is one of the main areas in which the theory is attacked. He uses the notion of
punctuated equilibrium to explain the gaps.33 The theory advocates the following,
Species are so static and enduring that they leave plenty of fossils in the strata while they
are in their stable state (equilibrium). The change from one species to another, however,
happens relatively quickly on a geological time scale, and in these smaller,
geographically isolated population groups (punctuated). In fact, species change happens
so rapidly that few transitional carcasses created fossils to record the change…breaks in
the fossil record are real; they express the way in which evolution occurs, not the
fragments of an imperfect record. Of course the small group will also be reproducing,
32
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following the geometric increases that are observed in all species and will eventually
form a relatively large population of individuals that retain their phenotype for a
considerable time-and leave behind many well preserved fossils. Millions of years later
this process results in a fossil record that records mostly the equilibrium. The punctuation
is left in the blanks.34
While Shermer simply states this new theory, he does nothing to deal with the questions that still
exist in the records even with the positing of this theory. Jonathan Wells points out that this
explosion in the Cambrian period is not what Darwin’s theory advocated.35 He advocated slow
changes from a “common ancestor” which eventually leads to “major differences” and different
species.36 Additionally, Shermer does not define what the theory means by a relatively quick
geological time scale. Phillip Johnson outlines the fact that in the Big Horn basin in Wyoming
there is a “continuous local record of fossil deposits for about 5 million years,” and there is no
evidence of any “transition from one species to another.”37 Is a continuous record for 5 million
not sufficient for some type of transitional evidence to be found?
Shermer also posits a theory as to why people do not accept Darwin’s theory. He lists
five basic reasons for people to reject the theory: (1). “A general resistance to science” (2).
“Belief that evolution is a threat to specific religious tenets” (3). “The fear that evolution
degrades our humanity” (4). “The equation of evolution with ethical nihilism and moral
degeneration” and (5). “The fear that evolutionary theory implies we have a fixed human
nature.”38 Although I believe one could make a good philosophical argument to counter
Shermer’s above referenced philosophical positions, the one relevant, glaring issue for this paper
that he fails to deal with is that there are many scientists who are skeptical about evolutionary
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theory.39 Many scientists are not objecting for the reasons Shermer cited, they object to the
theory because it has evidence problems that certainly raise questions about its soundness.
Several scientists responded in the following manner,
We are skeptical of claims for the ability of random mutation and natural selection to
account for the complexity of life.40

Additionally, according to Lee Strobel, after a 2001 PBS program on evolution, several scientists
wrote a “151 page critique” claiming the program,
failed to present accurately and fairly the scientific problems with the evidence for
Darwinian evolution and even systematically ignored disagreements among evolutionary
biologists themselves.41

After failing to acknowledge that there are scientists who have problems with the theory of
evolution based upon evidence problems, Shermer then goes forward with his theory of why
people believe in God. Although he does not come out and say it, in my mind his question is
really why do people believe in God instead of evolution? Shermer made a list of reasons why
people so believe, and the third reason on his list was lower levels of education.42 In the next
paragraph, he makes the following statement,
As people become older and more educated, they encounter other belief systems that lead
them to see the connection between various personal and social influences and religious
beliefs.43
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This struck me as Shermer saying that as people get older and more educated they get over their
religion. It also appears that his findings and his conclusion indicate David Hume’s influence on
his thinking. Almost every source I have read included the topic of naturalism and makes some
reference to David Hume’s influence on science. There is no doubt that Shermer is influenced by
Hume because he uses Hume’s Maxim to lay the foundation for his chapter on debating
intelligent design.44 Yet when one examines Hume’s writings concerning miracles, one quickly
finds a parallel between Shermer’s findings about lower levels of education and belief in God
and Hume’s views about those who believe in miracles. In Part II of his Of Miracles, Hume
states
…that there never was a miraculous event established on so full an evidence…it forms as
strong presumption against all supernatural and miraculous relations, that they are
observed chiefly to abound among ignorant and barbarous nations; or if a civilized people
has ever given admission to any of them, that people will be found to have received them
from ignorant and barbarous ancestors…people at a distance who are weak enough to
think the matter at all worth enquiry, have no opportunity of receiving better
information…the advantages are so great, of starting an imposture among an ignorant
people, that, even though the delusion should be too gross to impose on the generality of
them…it has a much better chance for succeeding in remote countries, than if the first
scene had been laid in a city renowned for arts and knowledge45

The similarities between Shermer and Hume in this regard are striking. When one looks at
Shermer in light of the above referenced quotations, it is clear that the major inference of his
positions indicate that only uneducated, ignorant people can believe in a creationism rather than
evolution. However once they really become educated, and by “educated” he means educated in
evolutionary theory, they will see such beliefs as false and adopt the more rational position of
evolution. However, his position is simply incorrect because it is not just the uneducated who
believe in creationism rather than evolution, but additionally many highly educated scientists,
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who may not necessarily believe in creationism, have pointed out problems with evolution.46 So
given these cited findings, Shermer’s inference about the uneducated being the major catalyst of
creationism and thus the major opponents of evolution does not appear to hold water.
Additionally, these findings seem to indicate that there appear to be many people, some who may
be creationists and some who may not, that certainly seem to have a problem with the theory.
Next Shermer goes after the Intelligent Design movement. His attack is scattered
throughout his work. However his general position throughout his work is that, “intelligent
design creationists have no science to speak of.”47 One of the tactics that Shermer uses is to try
to link intelligent design with creationism. A review of the Discovery Institute’s website
concerning intelligent design and creation indicates the following,
Is intelligent design theory the same as creationism? No. Intelligent design theory is
simply an effort to empirically detect whether the "apparent design" in nature
acknowledged by virtually all biologists is genuine design (the product of an intelligent
cause) or is simply the product of an undirected process such as natural selection acting
on random variations. Creationism is focused on defending a literal reading of the
Genesis account, usually including the creation of the earth by the Biblical God a few
thousand years ago. Unlike creationism, the scientific theory of intelligent design is
agnostic regarding the source of design and has no commitment to defending Genesis, the
Bible or any other sacred text. Honest critics of intelligent design acknowledge the
difference between intelligent design and creationism. University of Wisconsin historian
of science Ronald Numbers is critical of intelligent design, yet according to the
Associated Press, he "agrees the creationist label is inaccurate when it comes to the ID
[intelligent design] movement." Why, then, do some Darwinists keep trying to conflate
intelligent design with creationism? According to Dr. Numbers, it is because they think
such claims are "the easiest way to discredit intelligent design." In other words, the
charge that intelligent design is "creationism" is a rhetorical strategy on the part of
Darwinists who wish to delegitimize design theory without actually addressing the merits
of its case.48
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It appears Shermer adopted the same tactic as other supporters of Darwinist theory. Intelligent
Design is not creationism. Additionally, those who support the theory of intelligent design
advocate the following position,
The theory of intelligent design holds that certain features of the universe and of living
things are best explained by an intelligent cause, not an undirected process such as
natural selection49

This position clearly outlines what intelligent design believes about the universe. Shermer
attempts to make intelligent design an attack on science. He accuses the intelligent design
movement of losing the debate with the scientific community and thus simply attempting to have
the government force its agenda onto the science establishment and into science curriculum.50
Phillip Johnson points out that this type of attack is common for those for hard core
evolutionists. He states,
If a genuine public debate on this subject were to occur, the shaky premises of blind
watchmaker evolution would get a lot of unwanted attention. The debate is not likely to
occur, though, because the main line argument against intelligent design in biology is not
that the possibility has been impartially considered and refuted, but that intelligent design
is inherently ineligible for scientific consideration because it implies the existence of a
supernatural entity.51

When one examines Johnson’s position, it is clear that he and other intelligent design advocates
are not seeking to run from the debate. On the contrary, his comments specifically argue for
having a debate between those who support blind Darwinian evolution and those who support
intelligent design. Johnson also explains that intelligent design is not a science stopper and points
out that those who argue that it is because the movement leaves open the possibility of the
49
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supernatural have committed a fallacy of logic.52 Johnson advocates that the presence of divine
intervention may set some limits on what science can understand, but it in no way makes
everything that occurs in our world the result of such intervention, and science would still be
needed in such a world.53 Finally, Johnson also points out that scientists should only stop
researching in a particular area of inquiry once they are convinced they have done all that they
can do with their research in a particular area.54 What Johnson and other intelligent design
proponents seek is not to stop science, but to make sure that science is not overstating its
evidence in an effort to protect devotion to a philosophical theory which has shaded and
produced outcome based science.55 The intelligent design movement is using science and it is not
seeking to stop the advance of science. It is seeking open and honest science which inquires and
provides the unbiased truth regardless of where such inquiry may go and what the truth might
say.
Shermer continues his attack on the Intelligent Design movement by pointing out that all
the people he knows in the Intelligent Design movement are evangelical Christians and that their
involvement with the design movement makes it suspect.56 What Shermer fails to acknowledge
is that if his position is valid, then it cuts both ways, as most in the sciences, including Shermer,
subscribe to the theory of evolution and its inherent naturalism. Shermer also seeks to tear down
intelligent design by complaining that those believers of intelligent design see the designer as
God and actively seek to share and convince non-believers of this fact.57 Shermer advocates that
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intelligent design is disingenuous because it does not openly declare this aspect.58 Shermer
himself admits that he has discussed with many of his friends in the movement their religious
beliefs in this regard. So, just where is the disingenuous cover-up? Additionally, Shermer fails to
realize that intelligent design by its own definition seeks to identify design in nature. In my mind
that is a scientific exercise. The nature of the designer is a theological discussion, and as such
those who support intelligent design have not weakened their position by leaving the hard core
science discussion and entering a theological discussion at that point. Of course, they are going
to call the designer God. They are Christians. Intelligent design points out the problems with
science and if by doing that, a theological discussion comes about, then how does that detract
from the problems of science? Shermer then attempts to further bolster his position by asserting
that, “no scientists are using Intelligent Design theory.”59 What about Hugh Ross, Guillermo
Gonzalez, and Duane Gish? Are these folks not scientists? Shermer appears in my humble
opinion to be attempting to scare the public with a grand conspiracy theory. Finally, Shermer
attempts to tear down the movement by claiming that the Discovery Institute receives money
from very religiously conservative individuals and organizations and advocates that the institute
is nothing more than a political instrument.60 Who is contributing to the institute may be
interesting, but it does not in any way detract from the very serious problems of the Darwinian
Theory. Shermer also challenges intelligent design scientists to propose “an alternative theory to
account for the data.”61 He also advocates that these scientists should “roll up their sleeves” and
go to work in the lab and in the field.62 However, when design scholars have attempted to do just
that, they have been persecuted for their views by their institutions and their peers as in the case
58
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of William Dembski and Guillermo Gonzalez.63 Given such treatment of these and other design
scientists, the institute appears to be the only place these scientists can go to have a chance of
expressing their views and sharing the evidence which supports those views.
In his attack on intelligent design, Shermer makes several specific scientific claims.
Shermer appeals to Hume’s Maxim as a reason for rejecting intelligent design which supports the
possibility of supernatural design.64 He explains the Maxim in the following manner,
The plain consequence is, that no testimony is sufficient to establish a miracle, unless the
testimony be of such a kind, that its falsehood would be more miraculous that the fact
which it endeavors to establish…I weigh the one miracle against the other; and according
to the superiority, which I discover, I pronounce my decision, and always reject the
greater miracle.65

Gary Habermas points out that Hume’s position is an “a priori rejection.”66 He goes on to point
out several additional problems with Hume’s position. Habermas points out that no amount of
evidence would be sufficient for Hume to believe in miracles.67 He also points out that
someone’s personal experiences, in this case the experience of a miracle, is irrelevant as it relates
to the question of whether miracles happen because one person’s experience is not
comprehensive enough to generalize to all experience.68 Norman Geisler also points this fact out
in In Defense of Miracles.69 Habermas goes on to explain that simply arguing that natural laws
are the strongest explanation for how things occur does not answer the question or prove that
63
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miracles are impossible or improbable.70 He also points out that natural laws are not absolutes,
but are probabilities of what normally happens in a given situation.71 Geisler points out that
Hume does not “weigh evidence for miracles; rather he adds evidence against them” and asserts
the proper manner to look at evidence is to weigh it, not simply add it up and go with the largest
number.72 Habermas and Geisler provide many additional problems with Hume’s positions in
these cited works, but these are sufficient for one to get the point. Hume’s position is not
defendable as it relates to Shermer’s use of it to attack Intelligent Design. Shermer’s use of such
a position has the same problems as addressed above and certainly indicates that he has the same
bias against anything that does not subscribe to his naturalistic view of the world and science.
Shermer also advocates that one should rule out the possibility of natural explanations for events
prior to attributing any event to the supernatural.73 However, given the above reference to Hume
and his positions on miracles as well as Shermer’s endorsement of Hume, would there ever be a
time when he would admit to a miracle? It does not appear so. So if this is true, like Hume he
will always find a natural answer. Shermer also advocates that the burden of proof is on the
intelligent design movement and states the following,
…the burden of proof is on creationists and Intelligent Design advocates to provide
extraordinary evidence for their extraordinary claim that a supernatural being of great
power and intelligence performed a supernatural act in place of or contrary to natural
law.74
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One should notice that Shermer is requiring Intelligent Design to produce “extraordinary
evidence” to prove its case. Can evolution meet the same burden? Is evolution based upon
extraordinary evidence or simply natural explanations? John Bloom’s position in “Why Isn’t The
Evidence Clearer?” appears to shed light on this subject. Professor Bloom states about scientists,
A scientist should be a healthy skeptic and desire controls and careful double-checking of
his results, but the extreme skepticism of demanding a “glowing cross in the sky” cannot
be considered scientific…Because in science one must place practical limits on his
skepticism and recognize that clarity is relative, not absolute.75

The burden of proof for Intelligent Design should be reasonable not extraordinary. Doubt should
be reasonable doubt. Winfried Corduan points this fact out in his article entitled “Recognizing a
Miracle”76 I believe Bloom’s position also supports this type of burden too.
Shermer also argues that the universe is not fined tuned for life and posits that the
universe has only become fined tuned recently in the history of the universe.77 He also advocates
that the universe is not fine tuned to for our benefit, but that we are fine tuned to the universe
citing the possibility that there may be other non-carbon based forms of life in the universe.78
Shermer also argues that string theory suggests that that there could be numerous other universes
and suggests that there must be intelligent life in them.79 Shermer also advocates that a “grand
unified theory” of physics will explain any notion of fine tuning in the universe.80 Shermer also
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advocates a multiverse theory and that those universes which are like ours should have life.81 He
concludes his argument going back to Hume’s Maxim, by asking,
Which is more likely? The universe was designed just for us, or that we see the universe
as having been designed just for us?

First, W. David Beck in his article, God’s Existence, points out that Hugh Ross lists several
evidences that support the notion of intelligent design in the universe.82 In his book, The Creator
and The Cosmos, Ross gives numerous examples of fine tuning in the universe. One such
example is found in table 16.2, and this is a table that lists the probabilities of getting all the
necessary prerequisites for life in a random system.83 He concludes from such data that there is
only one chance in 10 to the 144th power that a planet like Earth exists anywhere else in the
universe, and thus concludes not only that there has been intelligent design, but “divine
design”.84 Ross also deals effectively with the multiverse argument advocated by Shermer. He
notes that no one can explain where these multiple universes come from.85 He also points out
that these so called multi-universes could all be the same rather than different as posed by
supporters.86 Ross also advocates that the big bang multi universe models can be “reconfigured
as an inflationary big bang universe” model.87 Perhaps the most important point Ross makes
about these models is that the theory of general relativity makes it impossible for us to detect
them.88 Thus, the existence of these multi-verse arrangements, at least according to Ross, is not a
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viable explanation for attacking evidences of design. Ross also points out that life must be
carbon based and that other forms of life such as the silicon based form advocated by Shermer
are not possible because silicon can only hold together 100 amino acids.89 Guillermo Gonzalez
and Jay Richards in their book, The Privileged Planet address the notion of the Grand Unified
Theory. They point out that such a theory would not solve the question of design, it would
simply add to the question because it would simply “move up” the question “one level”; there
would be one great principle from which everything else comes from and produces a “habitable
universe.”90
Shermer continues his attack next by advocating that Dembski’s explanatory filter is
“nothing more than a thought experience and cannot be practically used in science.”91 Gary
Habermas disagrees with Shermer’s position. He states the following,
These tests are complexity and specification, or specified complexity. Design can be
detected when we have highly improbable, complex occurrences that also exhibit a
highly identifiable, specified pattern. These tests are very similar to well-recognized
methods that are used regularly in special sciences such as forensic science, artificial
intelligence, cryptography, and archaeology. In these cases, testing is formulated to detect
intelligent causes…These tests are fully scientific, and can demonstrate design
rigorously.92

Certainly these fields are considered to be scientific. Shermer seems to be ignorant of this
technique being used in these fields, or has conveniently left out this fact in an effort to put
forward his position. Either way, Shermer’s position does not seem to stand up to scrutiny.
Shermer then moves on to challenge the notion of irreducible complexity. He takes aim at the
89
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bacteria flagellum to prove his point and argues that it is not complex because the three part
flagellum can be simply reduced to a “two part” system.93 Michael Behe addresses this in his
interview with Lee Strobel in The Case for a Creator. Behe points out that making a machine
with fewer parts is not the point of the argument and advocates that the point is whether
evolution can account for the flagellum.94 Shermer then asserts that some items could have
originally evolved for one reason, but then further evolved in the system to provide for another
purpose.95 Again, Behe addresses this contention. He argues that even if something may have
had a useful purpose in the structure prior to it becoming part of the irreducible complex system,
evolution has failed to provide evidence to demonstrate how the finished irreducibly complex
system was formed.96 Clearly Shermer’s positions on irreducibly complex systems have some
problems.
Shermer’s book offers nothing new in the ongoing debate between intelligent design and
evolution. It contains the same arguments which evolution supporters have been making for quite
some time. Shermer’s problem with intelligent design is not an evidential problem. It is a
philosophical, worldview problem. These issues must be pointed out so that works of this nature
are not just blindly accepted as fact. When one truly looks at Shermer’s positions, they are
simply faith issues. Faith posited in a religion known as naturalism. Shermer should be ashamed
that he doesn’t have the intestinal fortitude or intellectual honesty to admit such a faith.
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